1. Connector accepts size 20 DF socket contacts, retention times are an integral part of insert.

2. Connector complies with 108-40003 where applicable.

- MOLDED PARTS: NYLON, FLAME RETARDANT, 94V-0 RATED, GLASS FILLED, BLACK.
- ZINC PLATED PER ASTM B633; TYPE II, CLASS 5C1; YELLOW CHROMATE.
- TIN PLATED PER MIL-T-10727 OVER COPPER PER MIL-C-14550.
- CHROME PLATED.
- ZINC PLATED .000200 - .000400 THICK, YELLOW TRIVALENT CHROMIUM CHROMATE COATING.

"AMP", PART NO., & DATE CODE, MARKED IN AREA INDICATED, ON FAR SIDE